HOTELS, GUEST HOUSES, PENSIONS

Adama Bouru Guest House
Location: Kebele 04
Tel: +251-221-128686
Mobile: +251-921-093828
Services Available: Guestrooms
Accessibility Information:

Comments: The main entrance has one step (15cmx30cm) and the door is 70cm wide. No ramps or alternative entries are available. The guestroom has no toilet but public toilet room is available but it is not accessible for people with disabilities. A sign language interpreter is available at reception.

Adama Executive Hotel
Location: Kebele 09
Tel: +251-221-120300/120307
Mobile: +251-911-056718/911-203489
Services Available: Restaurant, bar, guestrooms, coffee and tea service, swimming pool, gymnasium and meeting hall
Accessibility Information:

Comments: The building entrance has four steps and a ramp. The guide sign to the information desk is clear. The
bathroom is wheelchair accessible with door measurements of 120cm x 120cm. There are also accessible bedrooms.

Adama German Hotel
Location: Kebele 08
Tel: +251-221-127321
Mobile: +251-911-898867
Email: adamagerman.hotel@yahoo.com

Services Available: Guestrooms, restaurant, swimming pool, a conference hall and an internet service

Accessibility Information:

Comments: The entrance has a ramp for wheelchair users. The building is G+5 with an elevator which has a door 80cm wide and a speaker that says the floor numbers. The public restroom door is 64cm wide. The guestroom restrooms are accessible.

Adama Mekonnen Hotel
Location: Kebele 09
Tel: +251-221-110880

Services Available: Restaurant, guestrooms, coffee and tea room and meeting hall

Accessibility Information:

Comments: Main entrance has two steps and there is ramp for wheelchair users. This is a G+1 building with no elevator. The restroom door is 55cm wide with no adequate interior
bathroom is wheelchair accessible with door measurements of 120cmx120cm. There are also accessible bedrooms.

Adama German Hotel
Location: Kebele 08
Tel: +251-221-127321
Mobile: +251-911-898867
Email: adamagerman.hotel@yahoo.com
Services Available: Guestrooms, restaurant, swimming pool, a conference hall and an internet service

Accessibility Information:

Comments: The entrance has a ramp for wheelchair users. The building is G+5 with an elevator which has a door 80cm wide and a speaker that says the floor numbers. The public restroom door is 64cm wide. The guestroom restrooms are accessible.

Adama Mekonnen Hotel
Location: Kebele 09
Tel: +251-221-110880
Services Available: Restaurant, guestrooms, coffee and tea room and meeting hall

Accessibility Information:

Comments: Main entrance has two steps and there is ramp for wheelchair users. This is a G+1 building with no elevator. The restroom door is 55cm wide with no adequate interior
space for wheelchairs. However, guestrooms are accessible located on the ground level. The meeting hall is upstairs and is not accessible.

Adama Ras Hotel
Location: Kebele 09
Tel: +251-221-111993
Mobile: +251-911-303766
Services Available: Restaurant, bar, swimming pool, guestrooms, beauty salon and meeting hall
Accessibility Information:

Comments: Entrance has one step (9cm) and no ramp. There is a designated parking place for wheelchair users. The building is G+1 and has no elevator. The public bathroom door is 70cm and stall measurements are 110cmx95cm.

Adama Yordanos Hotel
Location: Kebele 05
Mobile: +251-911-253385/910-164491
Email: hailemichael98@gmail.com
Services Available: Restaurant, Guestrooms, Bar and pool house
Accessibility Information:

Comments: The building entrance has three steps and a ramp. The corridor floor is slippery. The public toilet door is 72cm wide and the interior is 78cmx99cm. There are
accessible guestrooms with 80cm wide doors and adequate space inside for wheelchairs.

Alfa Guest House  
Location: Kebele 09  
Tel: +251-221-127630  
Mobile: +251-911-213757  
**Services Available:** Guestroom and restaurant  
**Accessibility Information:**

![WC](image) ![WC](image)

**Comments:** Entrance has 3 steps and no ramp or alternative accessible entrance. There is a person who assists persons with disabilities when needed. The floor is unsafe for persons with visual impairment. The bathroom door is 70cm wide and there is accessible toilet seat and maneuvering space for wheelchairs. The restaurant is accessible.

Alazar Hotel  
Location: Kebele 12  
Tel: +251-221-113524  
Mobile: +251-912-218616  
**Services Available:** Restaurant. Guestrooms  
**Accessibility Information:**

![WC](image) ![WC](image)

**Comments:** Entrance to the building has four steps and no ramp. Since there is enough space in the compound, customers are provided with restaurant services outside the
building. The public restroom and the guestrooms are accessible.

**Ayu International Hotel**
*Location:* Kebele 10  
*Tel:* +251-0221-125736  
*Mobile:* +251-911-491500  
*Email:* ayu.hotel@yahoo.com

**Services Available:** Guestrooms, restaurant, bank service, shops, meeting hall, Pharmacy, internet & fax service, GYM (on construction)

**Accessibility Information:**

![Accessibility icon](image)

**Comments:** The building entrance has four steps. There is no accessible ramp or alternative entry for persons with disabilities. The toilet entry door is 80cm wide but the inside space is 90cmx120cm which is not enough to maneuver a wheelchair. The toilet seat is accessible. Bedroom entry door is 80cm wide with enough maneuvering space. The restaurant and meeting hall are accessible.

**BMAY Comfort Hotel**
*Location:* Kebele 05, in front of Maya Hotel  
*Tel:* +251-221-128021  
*Mobile:* +251-910-398543

**Services Available:** Bedrooms, Meeting hall, wedding ceremony and birthday party

**Accessibility Information:**

![Accessibility icon](image)
Comments: The building entrance has three steps and there is a ramp. The building is G+5 with an elevator and the door is 63cm wide. The public restroom door is 73cm but the inside is too small for wheelchairs.

Bekele Molla Hotel
Location: Kebele 11, Mariam Sefer
Tel: +251-221-112312
Mobile: +251-910-237795

Services Available: Guestrooms, Restaurant and bar
Accessibility Information:

Comments: Entrance has three steps with no ramp. The bathroom door is 70cm wide with toilet seats and interior measurements are 110X90cm. There are accessible guestrooms in the hotel compound. The guestroom door is 72cm wide, with adequate space for wheelchairs. The restaurant and the conference hall are accessible.

BirhaneTsehay Hotel
Location: Kebele 05
Mobile: +251-911-891969/934681

Services Available: Restaurant, guestrooms and bar
Accessibility Information:

Comments: At the entrance of this G+1 building, there are 4 steps and no ramps. However, customers can get the service outside the building and there is also an alternative dining
room that does not have steps. The restroom has no toilet seat. The guestrooms are outside the hotel compound and are accessible.

**Birke Hotel**
Location: Kebele 11
Mobile: +251-911-912552
**Services Available:** Bar and Restaurant with fruit shop
**Accessibility Information:**

Comments: The main entrance has one step (10cm high) with no ramp or alternative entry. Corridor is 90cm wide which can pass wheelchair easily. The toilet entry door is only 63cm and there is no free space in the toilet room to maneuver wheelchair but the seat is accessible. The restaurant has enough maneuvering space to use a wheelchair. There are people in the restaurant who assist persons with disabilities.

**Derartu Daniel Guest House**
Location: Kebele 04
Mobile: +251-921-370800
**Services Available:** Guestrooms, restaurant, cafe, pool house and language training center.
**Accessibility Information:**

Comments: Entrance of this G+2 building has 2 steps and no elevators. The corridor has adequate space for wheelchair users to maneuver. The bathroom door is 66cm wide with
inadequate free space inside but there is a toilet seat. Bedroom door is 75cm wide with adequate maneuvering space. The restaurant is accessible for people with disabilities.

Dire International Hotel
Location: Kebele 09
Tel: +251-221-100381
Mobile: +251-911-490962
Email: direinthe@yahoo.com

Services Available: Food, drinks, bar, café, guestrooms and meeting hall

Accessibility Information:

Comments: Entrance to this G+5 building has 4 steps and there is a ramp. There is a lift with a door width measurement of 82cm and inside space of 150cm x 110cm. The guestrooms are accessible and the public restroom door is 65cm wide.

DireDawa Hotel
Location: Kebele 11
Tel: +251-221-112232
Mobile: +251-912-292095

Services Available: Restaurant, Guestrooms and bar

Accessibility Information:

Comments: The entrance has no steps. The public bathroom door is 70cm wide with no adequate space inside for
wheelchairs. The guestroom door is 73cm but the room does not have enough space for wheelchairs to move easily.

Eyerusalem Guest House/ Pension
Location: Kebele 08
Tel: +251-0221-120649
Mobile: +251-913-414393
Services Available: Guestrooms

Accessibility Information:

Comments: The building entry has 2 steps (30cmx18cm) and no ramp or alternative entrance. The corridor is 90cm wide with accessible waiting area. Guestroom doors are 80cm wide but have little free space if there are two beds in one room but with one bed room has enough maneuvering space for wheelchair. The toilet entry door is only 63cm wide without maneuvering space but the seat is accessible.

Gulf Flower International Hotel
Location: Kebele 05
Tel: +251-0221-127978
Mobile: +251-910-395052
Email: nevin@ethionet.et
Services Available: Guestroom, restaurant and meeting hall

Accessibility Information:

Comments:
Comments: The building entrance has six steps without handrail and there is no ramp or alternative entrance for persons with disabilities. The elevator door is 80cm wide and has 90cmx110cm inside floor area. It also has an electronic speaker that tells the floor numbers. The toilet door is 70cm wide but does not have enough free space for a wheelchair, but the seat is accessible. Bedroom entry doors are 80cm wide with accessible space. Restaurant and meeting hall are accessible.

Hotel Maya
Location: Kebele 07
Tel: +251-221-124949/221-124948
Mobile: +251-911-843348
Email: hotelmayaadama@gmail.com
Website: www.wab-mayanazret.com

Services Available: Guestrooms, restaurant, swimming pool, transportation services, Shops, telephone service, Conference hall and free wireless internet service

Accessibility Information:

Comments: The main entrance of this G+2 building has a ramp. The public restroom door is 62cm wide and interior space is small. There are accessible guestrooms with accessible bathrooms inside the bedrooms.

Kelly’s Retreat Adama
Location: Kebele 14
Tel: +251-221-123001
Mobile: +251-920-608500
Email: kellysretreatment@gmail.com
Services Available: Guestrooms, restaurant, swimming pool,Massage, photo gallery, internet service, meeting hall and business center

Accessibility Information:

Comments: Entrance of the building has 2 steps. The bathroom door is 70cm wide with accessible seat and interior measurement of 90cmx120cm. The waiting room and restaurant have adequate space to maneuver wheelchairs. Corridor measures 90cm wide.

Kereyou Hill Resort Hotel
Location: Kebele
Tel: +251-221-127080
Mobile: +251-921-500621
Services Available: Restaurant, bar, guestrooms, coffee, tea, swimming pool and meeting hall

Accessibility Information:

Comments: The building entrance has two steps and a ramp. There are ceramic tiles for the flooring which can be slippery. The toilet door is wide enough for wheelchairs but interior floor area is small. Entrance to guestrooms and the conference hall have several steps.

Misrak Chora Hotel
Location: Kebele 12
Tel: +251-221-129043/09
Services Available: Restaurant, café, guestrooms, DS TV show room, bar, pool house

Accessibility Information:

Comments: Main entrance is accessible. The hotel has accessible guestrooms with wide enough doors and floor area. The entrance to the restroom has one step and the toilet door is 50cm wide and there is no seat.

Mulu Denbiya Hotel
Location: Kebele 11,
Tel: +251-221-100828
Mobile: +251-911-744139
Services Available: Food, drinks, guestrooms, coffee & tea, meeting hall

Accessibility Information:

Comments: The entrance to this G+4 building has three stairs and no ramp. There is an elevator with an 81cm wide door and adequate interior space. The public bathroom door is 80cm wide.

Palace Hotel
Location: Kebele 09
Tel: +251-221-113800
Mobile: +251-911-253622
Email: palaceho@yahoo.com
Services Available: Guestrooms and restaurant
Accessibility Information:

Comments: There are no steps at the main entrance of this G+1 building. The public restroom has a seat with a 70cm wide door and adequate maneuvering space.

Panafirc Hotel
Location: Kebele 09
Tel: +251-0221-122720
Mobile: +251-912-998993
Services Available: Guestrooms, restaurant and meeting hall

Accessibility Information:

Comments: The main entrance to this G+4 building has 6 stairs without ramps and there is no elevator. The toilet is the squatting type which makes it inaccessible for wheelchair-users. There is one employee with a disability.

Safari Lodge Hotel
Location: Kebele 09
Tel: +251-0221-122013
Mobile: +251-911-090494
Email: safalog@yahoo.com
Services Available: Restaurant, guestrooms and swimming pool
Accessibility Information:
Comments: This hotel has different buildings (including a G+1) and has different entries with one, two, three, and four stairs but no ramps and no elevators. The entrance to the public toilet has two steps and the door is 72cm wide. There are accessible guestrooms but the toilets in the guestrooms do not have wide enough doors. The restaurant is in an accessible location but the bar and the conference hall are not.

Sisay International Hotel
Location: Kebele 13
Tel: +251-221-122911
Mobile: +251-910-262000
Email: sishotel@ethionet.et

Services Available: Food, drinks, guestrooms and meeting hall

Accessibility Information:

Comments: Entrance to this G+4 building has 4 steps and there is a wooden ramp. The elevator door is 71cm wide and interior floor area is 110cmx120cm. The public bathroom door width is 65cm wide door and there is inadequate interior floor area.

Teatas International Hotel
Location: Kebele 10
Tel: +251-221-121933/221-110635
Mobile: +251-911-345122
Email: teatashotel@yahoo.com
Website: www.teatashotel.com

**Services Available:** Guestrooms, restaurant, shopping center, gymnasiums, pharmacy and drug store, entertainment club, meeting halls, tour service, movie & theater

**Accessibility Information:**
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**Comments:** The main entrance to this G+8 building has 4 steps and no ramp. There is an accessible elevator inside the building. The elevator has Braille buttons and an electronic speaker that announces the floors. The public restroom door is 53cm and the doors of the bathrooms in guestrooms are 65cm wide.

---

**Tokuma Hotel**

Location: Kebele 09
Tel: +251-221-114470
Mobile: +251-930-070793/930-070792

**Services Available:** Guestrooms, food, drinks, beauty salon and meeting hall

**Accessibility Information:**

![Accessibility icons]

**Comments:** Entrance to this G+7 building has four steps and a ramp. The public restroom door is 68cm wide with interior floor area of 120cmx100cm. There is a lift with a 65cm wide door and interior space measurements of 80cmx80cm. With this narrow lift, it is difficult to go upstairs to the guestrooms.
and the meeting hall. A new wider lift was under construction during visit.

Yehuwalashet Hotel
Location: Kebele
Tel: +251-0221-118079
Mobile: +251-910-235820
Services Available: Guestrooms and restaurant
Accessibility Information:

Comments: The main entrance is 80cm but there is a 20cm threshold and no ramps or alternative entrances for persons with disabilities. The toilet door is only 64cm wide with inaccessible maneuvering space but the seat is at proper height. Guestroom doors are 77cm but the rooms have not enough maneuvering space for wheelchairs. Restaurant is accessible.

Zeko Hotel
Location: Kebele 10
Tel: +251-221-110155
Mobile: +251-911-307010
Services Available: Food, drinks, café and guestrooms
Accessibility Information:

Comments: The entrance to this G+1 building has 1 step. The public bathroom has a seat and width of door is 73cm and its interior space is 100cmX90cm. The bedroom doors
are 73cm wide with adequate interior space inside for wheelchairs.

Zima Hotel
Location: Kebele 02
Tel: +251-221-110535
Mobile: +251-911-873071
Services Available: Guestroom and Restaurant
Accessibility Information:

Comments: Entrance has 3 steps and no ramp or alternative entrance. Guestroom’s doors are 80cm wide. Waiting area and corridor can pass a wheelchair. The bathroom door is 70cm wide with accessible toilet seat but there is no maneuvering space inside toilet room. Bedroom door is 80cm wide with accessible interior maneuvering space.

RESTAURANTS, CAFES

Asay Cultural Restaurant
Location: Kebele 05
Mobile: +251-910-268673
Services Available: Food, drinks and guestrooms
Accessibility Information:

Comments: There are no steps at the entrance of the building. The public bathroom door is 67cm with inadequate
interior floor area. The guestrooms are accessible and have wide doors.

Debora Café and Restaurant  
Location: Kebele 14  
Mobile: +251-920-937262  
**Services Available:** Restaurant and cafe  
**Accessibility Information:**

![Handicap logo] ![Toilet logo]  

**Comments:** At the entrance of the building there are 3 steps and no ramps or alternative entrances for wheelchair-users. The toilet door is only 57cm with squatting toilet seat and there is no free space to maneuver a wheelchair.

Glory Bar and Restaurant  
Location: Kebele 10  
Mobile: +251-911-640225  
**Services Available:** Restaurant, coffee and tea, juice  
**Accessibility Information:**

![Handicap logo] ![Toilet logo]  

**Comments:** The main entrance has one step and no ramp. However, most customers are served in the compound (which is accessible). The entrance of the restroom has two steps, the door is 65cm wide and the interior space is not accessible for wheelchairs.
Hani Cafe
Location: Kebele 11
Tel: +251-221-128333
Mobile: +251-911-747497
Services Available: Restaurant, pastry, tea and coffee services
Accessibility Information:
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Comments: Main entrance is wheelchair accessible. The bathroom has stairs at the entrance and the seat is squatting type which is inaccessible for wheelchair.

Harar Bar and Restaurant
Location: Kebele 14
Mobile: +251-912-310342
Services Available: Restaurant, shopping center and pool house
Accessibility Information:
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Comments: At the entrance of this G+2 building, there is a threshold 14cm high. There are no elevators or ramps. Corridor has wide free space to pass wheelchair. The bathroom door is 65cm wide with squatting seat type. Restaurant has free space between tables and chairs.

Lion Adama
Location: Kebele 09
Tel: +251-221-115624
Mobile: +251-910-263075
Services Available: Restaurant and drinks
Accessibility Information:

Comments: Building entrance has two steps and no ramps. However, there is a big compound where all services are provided. The public toilet door is 65cm wide and with no toilet seat.

Liya Cafe and Restaurant
Location: Kebele 12
Tel: +251-221-111506
Mobile: +251-911-231196
Services Available: Restaurant and sweet cake
Accessibility Information:

Comments: Entrance to building has no steps. The corridor, restaurant and café area have wide maneuvering space for wheelchair users. Bathroom door is 65cm wide and the toilet seat is squatting type, interior measurements are 70cmx72cm.

Mereb Bar and Restaurant No. 2
Location: Kebele 09
Tel: +251-221-111650
Mobile: +251-911-239211
Services Available: Restaurant, butchery, guestrooms, bar, coffee & tea
Accessibility Information:
Comments: The main entrance has no steps. The public toilet door is 55cm wide and interior is not wheelchair accessible. Guestroom doors are 76cm wide.

Mulugeta Desta Butchery
Location: Kebele 06
Mobile: +251-911-491699
Services Available: Raw meat, cooked meat and drinks

Accessibility Information:

Comments: Main entrance is wheelchair accessible. The counter to the meat display is too high for a wheelchair user and for short people. The public restroom has no seat and the door is 50cm wide.

New Castle Restaurant
Location: Kebele 06
Telephone: +251-22112-3582
Mobile: +251-911-961738
Email: heni.mitiku@yahoo.com
Services Available: Restaurant, tea, coffee, internet, pool, conference hall, pastry, guestrooms and bar

Accessibility Information:
Comments: Entrance of this G+7 building has 3 steps and a ramp that only covers the first 2 steps. There is an elevator with handrails but does not have Braille numbers. The bathroom door is 60cm wide. The guestrooms, conference hall, and restaurant are all accessible.

New Unique Café and Food
Location: Kebele 12
Tel: +251-221-110802
Mobile: +251-910-454005
Services Available: Café, restaurant and bar
Accessibility Information:

Comments: There are no steps at the entrance and there is easy access to the café and restaurant. The bathroom door is 65cm wide with small interior floor area.

Varush Fish Restaurant
Location: Kebele 12
Tel: +251-221-111526
Mobile: +251-911-389254
Services Available: restaurant, especially fish and drinks
Accessibility Information:

Comments: The main entrance has three steps with no ramp. The compound where customers are provided with services has adequate space for wheelchairs to move. The restroom
door is 75cm wide and the interior measurement is 110cmx100cm.

Yamral Cultural Restaurant
Location: Kebele 12, around Ashenafi Fish House
Mobile: +251-911-843689
Services Available: Ethiopian cultural foods, cultural drinks and soft drinks

Accessibility Information

Comments: The building entrance has no steps except small threshold. The toilet door is 78cm wide and has no seats.

Yilma Butchery
Location: Kebele 12
Mobile: +251-911-070707

Services Available: Raw and cooked meat and drinks, very popular for its raw meat

Accessibility Information:

Comments: The butchery has two G+1 buildings facing each other. First building has one step and the second building has several steps. Both buildings have adequate interior space to maneuver.
SHOPPING MALLS, SUPERMARKETS, GROCERY STORES, SHOPS

Alyad Building
Location: Kebele 10
Mobile: +251-923-308848
Services Available: Bedrooms, men barber, beauty salon, cafe, photo shop, cloth shop
Accessibility Information:

Comments: The main entrance to this G+4 building has one step. There is no ramp or elevator. The corridor is upstairs. The bathroom door is 65cm with interior floor area of 100cmx80cm and toilet seat is accessible for people with disability. There are accessible and inaccessible shopping rooms.

Bedewi Building Shopping Center
Location: Kebele 06
Tel: +251-221-112395
Mobile: +251-911-253740
Services Available: Men barber, cafe, electronic shop and photo studio
Accessibility Information:

Comments: The building is G+2 and there is no elevator. Entry has no step. Corridor measures 90cm wide which can pass wheelchair. The public toilet entry door is 74cm but does
not have enough space inside for wheelchairs. The toilet seat is accessible. Some shopping rooms are accessible and others are inaccessible.

Birhanu Abebe Building
Location: Kebele 12
Mobile: +251-911-490979
Services Available: Restaurant, café, juice, Beauty salon, barber, mobile center stationary, pharmacy, drug store, bank, photo studio and internet cafe
Accessibility Information:

Comments: The building is G+6 with three steps at the entrance and there is a ramp for wheelchair users but there is no elevator. The public toilet entry door is 70cm wide with accessible seat but there is no maneuvering space. In this building, there are many shopping rooms with different size entry doors and maneuvering space.

Canal Shopping Center (No 2)
Location: Kebele 09
Tel: +251-221-112545
Mobile: +251-912-232901
Services Available: Men and kids clothing shops, ladies clothing shop, beauty salon, pool hall, café
Accessibility Information:

Comments: There is no toilet available for people with disabilities.
**Comments:** The entrance to this G+5 building has four steps and a ramp but there is no elevator. The public toilet door is wide enough for a wheelchair but there is no toilet seat. The shopping rooms have accessible space for people with disability.

**Cher-cher Shopping Center**  
Location: Kebele 07  
Mobile: +251-912-126934  
**Services Available:** Super market, cloth shop, electronics shop, beauty salon, laundry service, mobile accessories, Computer training center, legal advisor, SIM card distribution, Restaurant, café, photo shop, dental clinic, kids and ladies clothing shop  
**Accessibility Information:**

![Wheelchair Accessible](image1)

**Comments:** The building is G+3 with no elevator and there are five steps at the entrance. There is a ramp but it has no handrails. In the shopping center, there is free space to let in and out wheelchair users. There is a dedicated employee to assist people with disabilities.

**Elemo Keletu Business Center**  
Location: Kebele 08  
Mobile: +251-923-464648  
**Services Available:** Supermarkets, Boutiques, electronics shops, beauty salon  
**Accessibility Information:**

![Wheelchair and Toilet Accessible](image2)
Comments: The building is G+2 with two steps and a ramp without handrails. There is no elevator. The public toilet door is only 64 cm which is not wide enough to pass wheelchairs and inside space is too small but toilet seat is accessible. There is unsafe slippery floor for people with visual impairment. There is a dedicated employee to help people with disabilities as needed.

**Hawasa Commercial Center**
Location: Kebele 10  
Tel: +251-0221-110811  
Mobile: +251-913-135711  
Email: hawas-agri@ethionet.et

**Services Available:** Guest rooms, restaurant, bank service, beauty Salon, shops, language and computer training center, insurance company, photocopy and printing service, stationary, catering training center, car driving training center

**Accessibility Information:**

Comments: There are several entrances for this G+3 building with 3 to 4 stairs with no elevators or ramps. The toilet door is only 63cm wide and the stall is too small for wheelchairs, in addition toilets are the squatting type.

**Never Ever Land General Trading**
Location: Kebele 05  
Mobile: +251-923-815512/911-842547

**Services Available:** Café, restaurant, juice, pizza house, furniture shop, electronic shops and different office services

**Accessibility Information:**
Comments: The building is G+3 but has no elevator and there is no any step at the entry of building. There is ramp without handrails. In the shopping center, price lists are available. The corridors have no free space for a wheelchair user. There is a person who assists persons with disabilities when needed.

BANKS

Adama Dashen Bank
Location: Kebele 06
Tel: +251-221-113480
Mobile: +251-911-500298
Email: elioshussien@yahoo.com
Services Available: General banking services
Accessibility Information:

Comments: Entrance has 7 steps and a ramp. There is also a lift with a door 80cm wide and interior space of 120cmx130cm. Counter height and inside space is accessible for people with disabilities.

Oromiya HibretSera Bank
Location: Kebele 07
Tel: +251-221-117057
Mobile: +251-920-010120
Services Available: General banking services
Accessibility Information:

Comments: Main entrance has a high threshold and no ramp. The building is G+1 with elevator and the waiting area has accessible free space. The customer service counter is 105cm high and is not accessible for wheelchair users.

MEDICAL, DENTAL SERVICES

Abenezer Middle Clinic
Location: Kebele Amde
Mobile: +251-911-842630
Services Available: Internal medicine and laboratory services

Accessibility Information:

Comments: There is no step at the entry to this G+1 building. Guest waiting area and information counter height is accessible. The public toilet door is only 65cm wide and the stall has inadequate space for a wheelchair (75cmx84cm) but the seat is accessible. The examination room table and chairs are inaccessible but there is free maneuvering space for people wheelchair.

Adama General Hospital and College
Location: Kebele 04
Tel: +251-221-126590/221-129673
Mobile: +251-911-490975
Email: aghmc@ethionet.et  
Website: www.aghmc.com/et  

**Services Available:** Laboratory, pharmacy, physiotherapy, massage, clinical service, hospital, conference and cafeteria service

**Accessibility Information:**

![Wheelchair and WC icon]

**Comments:** The main entrance of this G+4 building is accessible. There is an elevator with wide door and adequate inside space. The elevator also has an electronic speaker that announces the floor numbers. The bathroom door is 68cm with interior space of 110cmx190cm and a toilet seat. The diagnostic room and the laboratory have accessible entry door and maneuvering space. There are two employees with disabilities.

---

**Adama Health Center**

Location: Kebele 12  
Tel: +251-221-112146  
Mobile: +251-911-936038  
Email: adanechi@yahoo.com

**Services Available:** Clinic, mother and child examination, delivery, laboratory and pharmacy

**Accessibility Information:**

![Wheelchair and WC icon]

**Comments:** The building entrance has a ramp with handrails. The public bathroom and the examination rooms are fully accessible for people with disabilities. have accessible
entrance and the inside has adequate maneuvering space. There are three employees with disabilities at this health center.

**Bethlehem Higher clinic**
Location: Kebele 04  
Telephone: +251-221-126550  
Mobile: +251-911-253376  
**Services Available:** Ultrasound, internal medicine and pediatrics  
**Accessibility Information:**

![Accessibility Icon](image)

**Comments:** The entrance to this G+1 building has three steps (17cmx32cm) and there is a ramp with handrails. Corridor has accessible passage for wheelchair users. The public restroom door width is 55cm and interior measurements are 70cmx70cm. The toilet seat is squatting type. The examination room has adequate maneuvering space for wheelchair users.

**Beza Clinic**
Location: Kebele12  
Mobile: +251-911-682366  
Email: tesfaye2006@yahoo.com  
**Services Available:** General medical service  
**Accessibility Information:**

![Accessibility Icon](image)
Comments: The main entrance has two steps (19cmx30cm). Information counter height and guest waiting area is accessible for people with disability. The public toilet entry door is only 65cm wide with a floor area of 70cmx68cm but the seat is accessible. The bedrooms do not have enough space for wheelchairs but the examination rooms are accessible.

Dire Medium Clinic
Location: Kebele 12
Tel: +251-221-120280
Mobile: +251-911-201682
Services Available: General medical service to children and adults
Accessibility Information:

Comment: There is no step at the entrance of the building. Information counter height is 90cm and guest waiting place has wide maneuvering. Corridor is 90cm wide which can pass wheelchair easily. The public toilet entry door is 72cm but it has inadequate free space inside. In addition, the toilet seat is squatting type. There is a designated employee to assist people with disabilities as needed. Examination rooms have accessible entrance and maneuvering space.

Dr. Tekelle Special Higher Clinic
Location: Kebele 04
Tel: +251-221-114658
Services Available: Clinical service, Internal medical
Accessibility Information:
Comments: Entrance has 3 steps (15cmx32cm) and no ramp for wheelchair users. There is a sign to the information desk. The reception counter is 80cm high which is accessible for people with disabilities. Bedrooms, diagnostic and laboratory rooms are accessible for people with disabilities. The bathroom door is 70cm wide with accessible maneuvering space and toilet seat.

Enat Adama Dental Clinic
Location: Kebele Amede
Mobile: +251-910-786958/911-801464
Services Available: General dental medical service
Accessibility Information:

Comments: The building is G+1 without an elevator and there is no any step at the entry. The information counter height and corridor is accessible but guest waiting area has no maneuvering space for wheelchair. The public toilet entry door is only 65cm wide and the interior space is too small for wheelchairs but the seat is accessible. The table and chairs in laboratory and examination room are accessible and also they have accessible maneuvering space.

Ethiopian Family Planning Center Adama Model Clinic
Location: Kebele 07
Tel: +251-221-100595
Services Available: General internal medical service, HIV/AIDS test, information and maternity

Accessibility Information:

Comments: The main entrance to this G+1 building has no step and no ramps for wheelchair users. Information area and waiting places are accessible. The public toilet entry door is only 60cm wide with an interior floor area of 90cm x 100cm with accessible toilet seat. The laboratory and examination rooms are at the upper floor which is inaccessible for people with disability.

Ethiopia Family Planning Association Nazret Youth Center
Location: Kebele 12
Tel: +251-221-126564
Mobile: 251-911-060793
Email: ephremtesfaye27@yahoo.com
Services Available: HIV AIDS testing and counseling as well as reproductive health services, library

Accessibility Information:

Comments: The building entrance is accessible. There is neither a waiting room nor a corridor so wheelchair users can go directly into the rooms. The public toilet door is 75cm and the interior measurement is 100cm x 110cm and there is a
toilet seat. The library tables are 76cm from the floor, chairs 50cm, making them accessible and there is enough maneuvering space inside the library. There is a trained sign language interpreter.

**Geda Health Station**
Location: Kebele 05
Tel: +251-221-129372
Mobile: +251-911-399402
Email: derejeyigletiue@gmail.com

**Services Available:** Internal medicine, HIV AIDS test, maternity

**Accessibility Information:**

![Access Icon] ![WC Icon] (Not available)

**Comments:** The main gate entry is 81cm wide and there is no any step to the entry of building. The information counter height is 90cm which is too inaccessible but guest waiting area is accessible. There are unsafe places for blind people. The toilet door is only 64cm wide and has interior floor area of 81cmx100cm with squatting seat. Examination room has accessible maneuvering space for wheelchair use.

**Lukas Clinic**
Location: Kebele 04
Tel: +251-221-113939
Mobile: +251-911-232909

**Services Available:** Internal medicine

**Accessibility Information:**

![Access Icon] ![WC Icon] (Not available)

Adama 35
Comments: Building entrance has 2 steps (1cmx10cm) and no ramp. Information counter is inaccessible but guest waiting area has accessible maneuvering space. The public bathroom door is 62cm and there is a toilet seat. Examination room has wide maneuvering space for wheelchair. There is an employee designated to assist people with disabilities as needed.

Medhanealem Hospital  
Location: Kebele 01  
Tel: +251-221-126926  
Mobile: +251-912-232406  

Services Available: General Medical Service  

Accessibility Information:

![Accessibility Icon]

Comments: Entrance is accessible and there is a designated employee to assist people with disabilities as needed. Corridor and waiting room has accessible maneuvering space. The bathroom door is 62cm but interior space is small (80cmx130). The sink is 79cm tall and there is not toilet seat. The diagnostic room has adequate maneuvering space for wheelchair users.

Medhin and Dr Derebe Clinic  
Location: Kebele 04  
Tel: +251-221-110899  
Mobile: +251-911-253562  
Email: dderibe@yahoo.com  

Services Available: Heart x-ray, ultrasound, laboratory and pharmacy  

Accessibility Information:
Comments: The building entrance is accessible. Reception counter has a window divider which is 100cm off the ground making it inaccessible for wheelchair users. Diagnostic rooms have accessible entry door but there is no maneuvering space. The public toilet door is 75cm but the stall does not have enough space for wheelchairs. In addition, the toilet seat is squatting type.

Miskir Higher Clinic
Location: Kebele 12
Tel: +251-221-117861/221-117638
Mobile: +251-911-683909
Email: damentse@yahoo.com

Services Available: General medical service, HIV testing, family planning,

Accessibility Information:

Comments: Building entrance has two steps (10cmx30cm and 15cmx30cm) and there is a ramp for wheelchair users. The bathroom door is 60cm and the interior space is 80cmx90cm and there is a toilet seat. Diagnostic room has two steps at the entry and there is no maneuvering space. The guest room is 120cmx10cm, has no maneuvering space.

Parklen Clinic
Location: Kebele 12
Tel: +251-221-127714
Mobile: +251-911-244216

Services Available: Internal medicine, pregnancy follow-up and delivery services

Accessibility Information:

Comments: The building entrance has three steps (15cmx31cm) and a ramp for wheelchair users. The public toilet door is 71.5cm with accessible seat but the stall has inadequate space for a wheelchair. In addition, the sink is 85cm from the ground. The examination room has accessible tables and chairs for people with disabilities with enough maneuvering space.

Seefun Middle Clinic
Location: Kebele
Mobile: +251-925-099614

Services Available: General medical services

Accessibility Information:

Comments: There is no any step at the entry to building. Information counter height and waiting area is accessible for people with disability. The public toilet stall is only 75cmx80cm with a 62cm entry and the seat is at proper height. Examination room and bed rooms have accessible maneuvering space for wheelchair.

Sister Aklesia Memorial Hospital
Location: Kebele 06

Adama
Tel: +251-221-119600/01  
Mobile: +251-911-201434  
Email: thermo.plastic@ethionet.et  
**Services Available:** Internal medicine, surgery, pharmacy, ambulance  
**Accessibility Information:**

![Accessibility Icon]  
**Comments:** The main entrance of the building has five steps and no ramp. However, in the back of the building there is an alternative entry for wheelchair users. The building is G+3 with an elevator whose door is 81cm wide and has free interior floor area 130cmx110cm. The toilet door is 72cm wide with interior space at 110cmx130cm which is slightly too small for wheelchairs and the seat is accessible. The examination room entry door and inside space maneuver wheelchair.

---

**Twins Middle Clinic**  
Location: Kebele 12  
Tel: +251-221-121898  
Mobile: +251-911405527  
**Services Available:** Internal and external medical services  
**Accessibility Information:**

![Accessibility Icon]  
**Comments:** The entrance to the building has two steps and no ramps. Information counter height and guest waiting place is accessible for people with disability. The public toilet door is 72cm with a floor area of 100cmx120cm but toilet seat is
accessible. Examination and laboratory rooms have accessible tables and chairs with enough maneuvering space.

**Wonji Mazoriya Middle Clinic**
Location: Kebele 09  
Tel: +251-221-117122  
Mobile: +251-922-322638  
**Services Available:** General internal medical, HIV AIDS test and maternity  
**Accessibility Information:**

![Accessibility Icon](image)

**Comments:** The entrance to the building has one step (4cm high) and no ramps. The public entry toilet door is only 64cm wide with interior floor space at 85cmx63cm and 82cm high sink but the toilet seat is accessible. The examination rooms have accessible maneuvering space.

**EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS**

**Adama Hospital Medical College**
Location: Kebele 12  
Tel: +251-221-111143  
Mobile: +251-911-044525  
**Services Available:** training in medicine  
**Accessibility Information:**

![Accessibility Icon](image)

**Comments:** Entrance has 3 steps (15cmx32cm) and there is ramp but no handrails. There is also an alternative accessible
entrance for people with disabilities. Guest waiting area and corridor has enough maneuvering space. Restroom entrance has 3 steps and the door is 95cm wide. There is no toilet seat.

Harambe University College
Location: Kebele 12
Tel: +251-221-112694
Mobile: +251-911-908274

Services Available: Technical and vocational training.

Accessibility Information:

Comments: The entrance to this G+2 building has 2 steps and no ramps or lifts for wheelchair users. The floors are hazardous for people with visual impairments. Corridor has 90cm wide free space to pass wheelchair. The restroom door is 63cm wide and there is adequate space inside for wheelchairs but there is not toilet seat. A sign Language interpreter is available and there is a dedicated employee to assists people with disabilities as needed. There is one person with disability as employee.

LIBRARIES, CULTURAL, SPORTS, AND RECREATION CENTERS

Bright Heart Gym and Massage Service
Location: Kebele
Mobile: +251-911628806
Email: tilematu@yahoo.com

Services Available: Gymnasium for persons with high blood pressure, sugar, nerve problems as ordered by a doctor
Accessibility Information:

Comments: The main entrance has 6 steps and there is also a ramp with handrails on each side. The building is G+7 and has an elevator whose door is 81cm wide with an interior floor area of 120cmx130cm. The gym room does not have enough space to maneuver a wheelchair. The public toilet door is only 60cm wide with inside space 100cmx10cm which is very small but the seat is accessible. The shower floor is slippery. Massage room door is only 65cm but has enough free space inside for wheelchairs.

Cinema Murmur
Location: Kebele 08
Tel: +251-221-110326
Mobile: +251-911-762767
Services Available: Cinema and theater
Accessibility Information:

Comments: There is no compound for this G+4 building but there are three steps at the entry to building. Elevator is not working. There are no ramps for wheelchair users. The toilet door is only 64cm with inaccessible maneuvering space but toilet seat is at proper height. Ticket counter is 100cm high. The theatre gives priority for people with disabilities.

Geda Recreation Center
Location: Kebele 04
Tel: +251-221-127520  
Mobile: +251-911-864716  
**Services Available:** Meeting/gathering hall and restaurant  
**Accessibility Information:**

- [ ] Wheelchair Accessible
- [ ] Wheelchair Accessible

**Comments:** The main entrance has 10 steps and no alternative entrance for wheelchair users. The toilet door is 70cm wide but the stall is only 100cm x 120cm. Guestroom entrance doors are 80cm wide. There is a woman employee with disability.

---

**GOVERNMENT BUREAUS, NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS**

**Adama Ethiopian Post Office**  
Location: Kebele 10  
Tel: +251-221-113766  
Mobile: +251-911-840469  
**Services Available:** General Postal service  
**Accessibility Information:**

- [ ] Wheelchair Accessible
- [ ] Wheelchair Accessible

**Comments:** Entrance has 2 steps and there is a ramp. This is also a G+1 building with no elevator. Corridor and guest waiting area has accessible maneuvering space for wheelchairs. The public restroom room door is: 63cm wide (male stall) and 73cm (female stall). The male stall has no toilet seat and the female stall has a toilet seat. Post office rooms are accessible for persons with disabilities.
Adama City Administration Inland Revenue office
Location: Kebele 12
Tel: +251-221-111389
Mobile: +251-911-782233
Email: lemmatulu@gmail.com
Services Available: Collect VAT, other taxes, gives trainings to tax payers
Accessibility Information:

Comments: Entrance is not accessible. Waiting room and corridor area are accessible with adequate maneuvering space for wheelchair users. Office is also accessible for people with disabilities. The toilet door is 63cm with inadequate interior space (90cmx110cm) and the toilet seat is squatting type.

Adama Town Special Zone Justice Office
Location: Kebele 12
Tel: +251-221-128818
Services Available: Record Agreements, Legal services, gives judgments on inspected legal issues.
Accessibility Information:

Comments: The building entrance has 3 steps (16cmx34cm) and there is a ramp with no handrails. Corridor width is 90cm. The toilet door is 64cm wide with inaccessible maneuvering
space but there is a toilet seat. There are employees with disabilities.

Kebele 12 Administration Office
Location: Kebele 12
Tel: +251-221-114050
Mobile: +251-921-072330
Services Available: Identity card, development work and other different services
Accessibility Information:

Comments: The main entrance has threshold 10cm tall and no ramps. The public restroom door is 72cm wide but interior space is too small for wheelchairs and also toilet seat is squatting type.

Nazret District Electric Service (No1)
Location: Kebele 12
Tel: +215-221-113647
Mobile: +251-912-004625
Services Available: Payment of electricity bills
Accessibility Information:

Comments: The main entrance has a ramp. Corridor has 90cm width and guest waiting area has wide maneuvering space for wheelchairs. Inside the office room there is maneuvering space with accessible tables and chairs for
persons with disabilities. The office has one employee with a disability.

**Oromia National and Regional Government Galma Abba Gada Conference Center**
Location: Kebele 16  
Tel: +251-221-120807  
Mobile: +251-912-225216  
Email: galm.aabbagada@gmail.com  
**Services Available:** Meeting hall services for international and national conferences, workshops, trainings, graduation, wedding ceremony, cafe and business center  
**Accessibility Information:**

![Accessibility Icon]

**Comments:** In the compound there are three different building with G+5; G+1 and G+0, there are 8 halls. Entrance to the café and administration office has some stairs. There is a ramp without handrail to all 8 meeting halls. There is a lift but it does not work. The toilet door is 80cm with free space inside the room and toilet seat is accessible for persons with disabilities.

**Oromia Justice Practitioners Training and Research Institute**
Location: Kebele 16  
Tel: +251-221-100515/221-113252  
Mobile: +251-911-648074  
Email: ilqso@ethionet.et  
Website: www.ilqso.gov.et  
**Services Available:** Law training center, law research center, general legal services
Accessibility Information:

Comments: Entrance has a ramp with handrails. The building is G+5 and there is an elevator with Braille numbered version and an electronic speaker that announces the floors. The public restroom door is 80cm wide with adequate interior space for wheelchairs and there is a toilet seat. There are two employees with disabilities.

Rapid Adama CBR Project
Location: Kebele 04
Tel: +251-221-120280
Mobile: +251-911-602447
Email: rapidadamacbr@gmail.com
Services Available: Assist person with disability and families.

Accessibility Information:

Comments: The main entrance has three steps (15cmx30cm) and there is a ramp. The guide sign to the information desk is clear. Guest waiting area and information counter height is accessible for people with disabilities. The public restroom entrance door is 65cm wide with squatting type toilet.